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PASTOR EVERETT SILEVEN: Many will
no doubt remember seeing a news item from America’s Promise some time ago, titled “The Sins of the
Preachers of America”, which had been prepared by
the Coalition of Unregistered Churches. One of the
Pastors whose name appeared on it was Pastor Everett
Sileven. This pastor and seven of his churchmen were
incarcerated by the County Sheriff because they had
refused to bow the knee to the Nebraska Education
Association. This courageous pastor has had Col. Jack
Mohr address his congregation at Faith Baptist
Church, in Louisville Nebraska, on the problem of the
ZIONIST CONSPIRACY TO DESTROY CHRISTIANITY. No doubt as part of his address he would
have included the message of our Identity.
Also Pastor Sileven is now running for Governor, at the next election for that office. Pray for him,
as Christians in those types of positions are badly
needed. As part of his media release in August, Pastor
Sileven stated that his “platform is very simple: less
government and fewer taxes”. He also said he favored
reducing the state prosecution load and implementing
a system where the criminal pays his keep and repays
his victims.” If you want to find out more about this
outspoken Christian Pastor, write for his book,
“AMERICA’S FIRST PADLOCKED CHURCH”
from Fundamentalist Publications, P.O. Box 249
Louisville, Nebraska 68037. (Send an overseas draft
for USD$5.00 for the book).
CONDITONS IN AMERICA: A recent letter
from Pastor Ben Williams informs us that petrol is
now USD$1.05 per US gallon - that equals about
AUD$0.40 per litre! That is what is known as parity
pricing! We are also informed that a loaf of bread
costs between USD$1.00 and $1.50, while the “aver1

age” wage is around $18,000 per year. Pastor Williams wonders how many men wish they were making
the “average”. We did not receive an AMPROM
Newsletter for October; perhaps it accidently went by
surface mail. There is some great reading in the enclosed November-December issue. (Note: “20-20” is a
TV program of a type similar to “60-Minutes”)
ISRAELI APARTHEID: The Spotlight reports that “apartheid” is alive and well in Israel. The
treatment given to Bedouin villagers is indescribable.
Some are forced to work 10-12 hours a day just to get
feed for their goats, while they are watched over by
Uzi carrying children. Amazing, while the news
media are making so much noise about “apartheid” in
South Africa., we do not get to hear about the Middle
East.
COMMON PROBLEMS: French workers
from the Renault car company block off the Champs
Elysee in Paris with new Renault models that were
constructed in foreign countries mostly in Spain and
Belgium, to protest the importation of the vehicles
made using cheaper foreign labor. (For more information on international merchants, and those who
trade by sea, read Revelation 18).
FARM FORECLOSURES: In South Dakota,
farmers facing foreclosure are being aided by a rediscovered 1933 state law. It provides judges the authority to delay foreclosure proceedings if farmers can
prove production costs exceed the market price for
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crops or livestock. Some farm leaders have already
proposed that similar laws be enacted in other states.
When will farmers wake up to what is happening? After paying for years for their properties, both
interest and principle, they get foreclosed on and the
money lenders start the cycle of reaping more profits
from the same property again. It is high time that we
started throwing out the moneychangers and overturning their tables. For more on this, get the cassette
series titled “The Moneychangers” at $12.00 posted.
HIGHER AND HIGHER: The Treasury Department has asked Congress to raise the debt ceiling
to $2 trillion so that the government can borrow
enough to pay its bills after October 15. The current
debt stands at $1.8 trillion. The Senate will soon
review the matter. The House previously approved the
debt ceiling increase as part of its budget.
How can people in their right minds still suggest that the national debts should be repaid? The
Bible has the BEST and ONLY method for dealing
with debts – cancel them every seven years! What we
have now is a world in servitude to international
moneylenders.
“PUT IT OFF, DELAY IS AN ADVANTAGE”. The French government is dragging its feet on
the trial of Klaus Barbie, a former German Intelligence officer. The real reason for the delay is the
knowledge that should Barbie ever be brought to trial,
his testimony could reveal the crimes of the French
“Resistance”.
Many “resistance fighters” are highly placed in
France today. The ostensible reason for stalling is the
discovery of “new evidence” The prosecution admits
the new evidence conflicts with the old “evidence”.
Barbie’s lawyer denounced the move. The trial is now
unlikely to start before 1986 at the earliest.
LEAVE YOUR RELIGION BEHIND: The
Minnesota Court of Appeals recently upheld a ruling
by the Minneapolis Civil Rights Commission which
charged the Sports and Health Club chain (run by Art
Owens) with having violated the civil rights of homosexual Philip Blanding when his membership was
terminated for behavior on club premises that offended Owens, a self-described “born-again Christian”.
The court ordered $18,000 in damages to be paid to
Blanding.
Defenders of religious freedom believe the ruling is an affront to those who attempt to apply their
own beliefs to their businesses and to their personal
lives. The court ruled that Owns was not permitted to
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apply the tenets of faith within the hours of operation
and on the premises of his business. Owens is appealing to the Supreme Court. (Is this a foretaste of what
we can expect when the Australian Bill of Rights is
passed? CIM)
The following comes from the Spotlight:
THE QUEENS QUEEN IS DEAD: Lord
Avon, the personal adjutant to Queen Elizabeth II of
England, is dead, of AIDS. Avon was the son of
former British Prime Minister Anthony Eden. Insiders
at the palace suggest he may have gotten infected as a
result of assignations with the queen’s homosexual
bodyguards.
ENEMY AID: Ten Red Chinese military officers were recently invited by the Department of Defense to train at the U.S. military base at Fort Benning, Georgia. The installation is the same place
where U.S. military has also trained Latin Americans
to fight communism.
“WORLD” UNDER ATTACK: “We are the
world” - the song advocating more give-aways to
Marxist Ethiopia - is under fire by fundamentalist
Christians, who believe it projects a satanic message.
The song’s lyrics urge listeners to imitate Christ who
sustained the hungry by “turning stones into bread”.
The Bible does not have Jesus turning stones into
bread, however. In Luke and Matthew the devil
tempts Jesus to turn stones into bread and He refuses
to do so. Critics also say the song teaches “global
rather than national loyalty and promotes a one-world
society”.
MAJORITY VIEW: Even the Establishment
Gallup poll reports that only eight percent of the
American people favor sanctions against the proAmerican, anti-communist regime in South Africa. An
even smaller three percent favor withdrawal of investments from South Africa.
ISRAELI JUSTICE: Another item you may
not have heard: Arabs are routinely arrested, tortured
and held without trial in Israeli occupied lands.
COMPUTER VOTING: America has discovered the advantages of computer voting: the results
can be pre-programmed and the counting of votes
merely becomes a front to hide the fact that the results
were set up beforehand. (I wonder how long it will be
before Australia gets such an “up-to-date” voting
system? CIM)
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A NEW BOOK has been released in America
called “Soviet Military Supremacy: The Untold Facts
About The New Danger to America”. The order card
further states “Read this book and get the blunt,
unadorned facts about Soviet deceit, politicians’ lies,
and. America’s peril”.
It would appear that the authors are more concerned with a Russian invasion of America, than with
an invasion of Jewish occupied Pales-tine. Seems to
me it would be a good companion book to Pastor
Emry’s book “Russia Will Invade America And Be
Defeated”.
“Of all the dispositions and habits which lead
to political prosperity, Religion and morality are
indispensable supports. In vain would that man
claim the tribute to Patriotism, who should labor
to subvert these great pillars of Human happiness, these firmest props of the duties of men
and citizens.
The mere politician, equally with the pious
men ought to respect and cherish them. A volume could not trace all their connections with
private and public felicity. Let it simply be asked
where is the security for property, for reputation,
for life, if the sense of religious obligation deserts
the oaths, which are the instruments of investigation in Courts of Justice?
And let us with caution indulge the supposition, that morality can be maintained without
religion. Whatever may be conceded to the
influence of refined education on minds of peculiar structure, reason and experience both forbid
us to expect that National morality can prevail in
exclusion of religious principle.”
George Washington, President of the United
States of America, 1796 Farewell Address.
BEWARE OF TRAITORS TO CHRISTIANITY: There are those who while professing to be
Christians are protecting the anti-christs by labelling
everything which is against Zionism as “antiSemitism”. Of course we all know that Semites are the
descendants of Shem, so anything labelled as “antiSemitism” would have to be against the descendants
of Shem.
How about the actions in Lebanon not too long
ago? The Arabs are Shemites. So the invasion of
Lebanon by Jews could certainly have been described
as an anti-Semitic action! However, while so much is
bandied around about anti-Semitism, who is concerned about all the anti-Christian activity going on in
all countries once labelled as Christian? (See above
article about Owens Health Clubs).
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Already I believe moves have been made to delete the book of John from the Bible, because of its
“anti-Semitic” character. Pastor Sileven found from
sad experience that it was the Anti-Defamation
League (B’nai B’rith) who was behind the efforts to
close his school. When he had the courage to mention
this on his radio program, he was immediately cut off
the radio stations by the same ungodly crowd.
Yet here, there are people who dare say that this
ungodly crowd of blasphemous Christ (and Christian)
haters are the apple of God’s eye. God’s word teaches
us that “by their fruits shall you know them”. Yet socalled Christian preachers call them “sons of God”
when we have Christ’s own words in John 8:44 describing them. More on this is contained in literature
from Col. Jack Mohr. For information on Jack’s
literature and tapes, contact Steve Clegg, 23 Buckby
Road, Harvey WA 6220.
THE BIBLE TEACHES that the earth rotates.
This is clearly implied in Genesis 1 where the days are
described as succeeding one another, and each day
consisting of “…evening and morning…” “…day and
night…”. This regular succession of light and darkness can only be explained by the earth’s rotation on
its axis. Jesus clearly stated that when He comes, it
will be night in one place and daylight in another.
WHAT IS WRONG WITH HUMAN
RIGHTS? The “human rights” idea has been cried up
for an alternative to Divine Laws as “the basis and
foundation of government” ever since the Declaration
of Rights of Virginia in 1776. It is a foundation of
sand. What are called “rights” of life, liberty, property
or any others in a long list of claims are in fact conditions that prevail when the common law of nations is
upheld. Since this common law must presuppose a
Divine Author, unbelief forces men to seek another
explanation.
A “right” is a legal claim to own or do something. Rights cannot stand on their own. As a ground
of law, they are indeed “nonsense upon stilts”, being
derived from law. A return to the universal law of
God is the only Rock upon which government can
stand, and which in return upholds the benefits so
wrongly attributed to imaginary impersonal forces.
FAITH VACUUM: In proportion, as Americans let go of the faith in the absolute power of God,
they have accepted the belief in an all-powerful state.
This is true of or peoples or nations; for their idea of
God determines the form of their civil, political,
religious and social institutions.
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Communism and socialism are anti-God and
anti-Christian; the battle against communism and
socialism never was, and is not now, just economic
and political; it is religious, shall Christianity be taken
captive?
WHY THE JEWS HAVE NOT BEEN
ABLE TO FULFIL MOST OF THE PROPHECIES GIVEN TO ISRAEL. (by L. C. C.)
Today we know that the Jews claim to be the
House of Israel (and some professing Christians even
support them in that), but instead of believing what
man has said, study what God says. We know that
Jesus Christ in the Revelation to the Apostle John says
that the people who claim to be Jews are actually liars
and are of THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN (Rev. 2:
9; 3: 9). Truth will always expose a lie, and the Word
of God is TRUTH (John 17:17).
God always makes a distinction between these
Jews and the House of Israel, His Chosen People. The
Bible says that Israel would:
a) be a GREAT nation (Gen. 12:2; 18:18; 46:3);
not a little country which would be dependent
upon other nations for aid.
b) have a VAST population (Gen. 28:14; 49:2226; Num. 23:10); not a minority race.
c) colonise and inhabit even the desolate (wilderness) places (Isa. 54:3; Eze. 38:12).
d) have a NEW land (2 Sam. 7:10; 1 Chr. 17:9);
not Palestine, because they were already dwelling there when this future prophecy was given.
e) be SECURE in this new land (2 Sam. 7:10);
which is not true of the Jews in Palestine.
f) be a land of UNWALLED villages (Eze.
38:11); which is not true of the cities in Palestine which have walls and barbed wire fences.
g) be totally regathered in this land (Eze. 34:13).
h) be regathered from the HEATHEN (nonChristian) nations (Eze. 36:24); which cannot
apply to the Jews as they are not Christian.
i) have a NEW name (Isa. 62:2; 65:15); named
after their Lord Jesus Christ, i.e. Christians
(Deu. 28:10).
j) have a NEW language (Isa. 28:11; Zep. 3:9).
k) lose all trace of their lineage and identity (Hos.
1:10; 2:6; 2:17).
l) have a NEW religion (Jer. 31:33-34; Heb.
8:13).
m) have a NEW heart (Eze. 36:25-27).
n) have a NEW covenant (Jer. 31:31; Heb. 8:8).
According to Dr Scofield’s notes on Romans
11:26, Israel has a God-given mission, which the Jews
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have not fulfilled, simply because they are NOT the
nation of Israel. Dr Scofield says that Israel’s duty
was:
1. “to witness to the UNITY of God in the midst
of universal idolatry” What nation has been the
world-wide witness to the unity of God the Father, the Son of God and the Holy Spirit?
2. “to illustrate to the nations the blessedness of
serving the true God.” What nation has shown
to all the others the blessings which will come
from God when serving Him? What nation is
known as Christian and the land of blessings?
3. “to receive, preserve, and transmit the Scriptures.” What nation today has accepted God’s
Word, has kept publishing it, and has sent it to
all parts of the world? Have the Jews translated
the Bible into the modern foreign languages and
sent out all the missionaries with the Bible?
4. “to be the human channel for the Messiah.”
What nation sings, “Make me a Channel of
Blessings today”? What nation is the channel
that Jesus Christ is using to reach and to bless
the entire world?
Now you can more clearly see what Jesus
meant when He told the Jews, “Therefore say I unto
you (Jews), the kingdom of God shall be taken FROM
YOU, and given to a NATION (not church)
BRINGING FORTH THE FRUITS THEREOF”.
(Matthew 21:43). What nation or group of people are
still bringing forth the fruits of God’s Kingdom?
“Therefore every scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is an
householder, which bringeth forth out of his treasure
things new and old.” (Matthew 13:52). If you are not
instructed in the things of the KINGDOM, then you
have no treasure, which is wisdom and knowledge
(Colossians 2:3) of things in the New or the Testament. Believe only the Bible!
WHO IS RUNNING THE COUNTRY? According to Col Archibald E. Roberts, the ownership of
the Federal Reserve Bank, one of the best-kept secrets
of this country, has at least been revealed. He says
R.E McMaster, publisher of the Reaper newsletter,
asked his Swiss and Saudi Arabian contacts what
banks hold controlling stock in the Fed. The answer:
Rothschild Banks of London and Berlin; Lazard
Brothers of Paris; Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy;
Warburg Bank of Amsterdam and Hamburg; Lehman
Brothers of New York; Kuhn, Loeb Bank of New
York; Goldman, Sachs of New York; and David
Rockefeller’s Chase Manhattan Bank.
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“There are”, Col. Roberts says, “approximately
300 people, known only to each other and/or the
relatives of the “owner”, who hold stock or shares in
the Federal Reserve System. They comprise an interlocking, international banking cartel of wealth beyond
comprehension.”
IS CHRISTMAS CHRISTIAN? By Sheldon
Emry (extract)
‘Twas the day after Christmas and all through the
land
Millions were ailing on every hand;
With heads ever aching and bleary red eyes
From gorging themselves on plum puddings and
pies
On top of their chicken, or ham, or goose;
To say nothing of wallowing in Christmas-gift
booze.
They worship an image in church or at home –
An old pagan practice promoted by Rome;
‘Twas a Jesuit priest who many years past,
Tied Christ in His crib and His corpse to the mast,
So Rome’s flock would bow down - against God’s
command To pay homage to images made by man’s hand.
N. W. W.
Perhaps some well-meaning parents may say,
“But we only keep Christmas because it is so much
fun for the children, we’re not REALLY worshipping
Santa Claus and the tree, or those heathen gods.”
Let me pose some questions for you to consider
in your heart.
1. Have you considered that children understand
things DIFFERENTLY than you might think
they do?
2. Have you considered that your “acting out” the
rituals of pagan god Baal will teach them to do
so as well, and thus begin another generation
performing the same rituals?
3. Have you considered that the emotions generated by Christmas rituals may well affect the
ENTIRE LIFE of the children God has given
you to teach and protect?
I once heard a mother tell of her little boy
catching her and her husband putting the gifts under
the tree. She said, “He saw us and began to cry, shout-

ing, “You lied to me, you lied to me,” and ran back to
his room crying.” She was laughing as she told it, for
she thought his tears were over “losing Santa Claus”.
What she may never realise was that HE HAD
JUST LOST HIS TRUST IN HIS FATHER AND
MOTHER! That little boy will never forget that night.
He will NEVER AGAIN trust his parents as he had
before. God alone knows how much evil is wrought
by Christmas.

PSALM 105
Seek ye Jehovah and His power,
Seek ye His presence every hour.
His works, so marvellous and great,
Remember still, and meditate
Upon the wonders of His hands,
The judgements which His mouth commands.
Ye seed from Abraham descended,
To whom His favors were extended,
And Jacob’s children whom the Lord
Has chosen, hearken to His word.
He is the Lord, our Judge divine;
In all the earth Hi glories shine.
Jehovah’s truth will stand forever,
His covenant-bonds He will not sever;
The word of grace which He commands
To thousand generations stands;
The covenant made in days of old
With Abraham He doth uphold.
The Lord His covenant people planted
In lands of nations which He granted,
That they His statutes might observe,
Nor from His laws might ever swerve.
Let songs of praise to Him ascend,
And hallelujahs without end.
(From the PSALTER HYMNAL of the Christian
Reformed Church Inc. Grand Rapids, MI 49508.
Used with permission)
Our thanks to all those who have given encouragement and support over the last twelve months. We
look forward to continuing next year.
May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with
you all.

Hendrik Roelofs
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You’re Being Fed Disinformation
By William Carmichael
Looking for a hate object? Look no further than your
local Establishment newspaper or any of the networks’
evening news shows. Holding top position on the Establishment’s hate list these days is South Africa, singled
out for special attention as “evil.”
From “civil rights” leaders to every liberal on Capitol Hill, the “in” thing in Washington these days is to be
arrested for protesting in front of the South African
Embassy or for illegally occupying the premises of
institutions that deal in Krugerrands.
Key to acceptance of these activities by the public at
large is a body of disinformation being perpetrated on
the American public by the Establishment media. A
number of untruths about South Africa have been repeated so often that many Americans accept the statements as things “everyone knows,” which need no
documentation.
Let’s examine each of the following statements,
which the Establishment media wants you to accept
without question or explanation.
South Africa keeps its Blacks in abject poverty.
Just the reverse is true. Blacks in South Africa own
more homes, cars, businesses and have a higher standard of living than Blacks anywhere else on the African
continent. Wages of Blacks in South Africa are three or
four times higher than in the rest of Africa. This is one
of the main reasons more than 500,000 Blacks try to
immigrate to South Africa every year.
Blacks in South Africa hate Whites. This is simply
not true. Black-White relations are better in South
Africa than in Britain or the United States. A White
person is much safer walking down the streets of Soweto or any other Black township in South Africa than
Harlem, Watts, downtown Detroit or many other major
U.S. inner cities. American visitors to South Africa are
often surprised at how many Blacks smile at them on
the streets.
South Africa is a police state. There are 1.4 policemen for every thousand people in South Africa. By
contrast, in New York City there are 4.3 police for every
thousand people and 10 police per thousand in Moscow.
Incidentally, most police in South Africa are not White.
At last count, there were 16,292 White police in South
Africa and in South Africa and 19,177 who were Black,
“Colored” (racially mixed), or Asian.
There are thousands of political prisoners in
South Africa. What are called political prisoners are, in
fact, terrorists and revolutionaries, working to overthrow the South African government. In 1983 there
were 127 such prisoners in South Africa; another 11
persons had been banned and 32 more were under
detention, for a total of 170.
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By contrast, there were more than 1,500 political
prisoners in Northern Ireland and many millions in the
gulags of the Soviet Union, Red China, Cuba, and other
communist countries.
Whites badly mistreat Blacks. On the contrary, 1
million White taxpayers, 200,000 “Colored” taxpayers,
and 200,000 East Indian taxpayers support 11 million
Blacks with their taxes. Blacks pay no taxes in South
Africa. The Whites subsidize Black housing, medical
care and schools. In South Africa, a Black can have
open heart surgery for one rand - an operation that costs
a White 15,000 rand.
“One man, one vote” will solve most of South Africa’s problems. Just as it has solved the problems of
other countries in Africa? Most had elections only once,
if at all Most are now Marxist dictatorships, ruled by
implacable enemies of the West. The way this slogan
works in Africa, as any honest observer knows, is “one
man, one vote, one time.”
Blacks are a majority and deserve majority rule.
This is a variation of the “one-man, one-vote” argument
(see above). There is no “Black majority” in South
Africa; instead, there are 10 major tribal units and
scores of lesser ones, all hostile to one another. No
Xhosa or Venda or Sotho wants to live under the rule of
a Zulu and vice versa.
South Africa is on the verge of revolution and civil war. This is a total fabrication of the Establishment
media in the United States and elsewhere and of radical
anti-apartheid groups. South Africa is demonstrably one
of the most peaceful countries in the world. There were
fewer than 40 terrorist incidents in the entire country
last year. South Africa has a very effective internal
security force and it has kept this global problem to a
minimum.
Disinvestment will help bring about justice in
South Africa. This is only true if, by “justice,” one
means massive Black unemployment. Disinvestment
would not benefit Blacks in South Africa and virtually
all responsible Black leaders in the country are opposed
to it. Congress has voted down measures proposed to
conduct opinion polls among South African Blacks to
see how they feel about disinvestment.
South Africa’s Blacks are just like those in the
United States and should be treated similarly. This
falsehood is one of the most dangerous and misleading
of all. Most Blacks in South Africa prefer tribal lives,
traditions, rites and practices. Virtually everyone in the
United States who calls himself “Black” would be
considered “Colored” in South Africa. To say that
American and African “Blacks” are the same is naive in
the extreme.
(Above article reprinted from the SPOTLIGHT).
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